SALT AND WINE
EXPERIENCE
Recipe Book

MERLOT
Paired with: Beef Carpaccio

CHARDONNAY
Paired with: Pastrami Trout

NOBLE LATE HARVEST
Paired with: Salted Caramel
Fudge

SEMILLON
Paired with: Pizzadeliere

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
Paired with: Salted Beef

PINOTAGE
Paired with: Salted Peanut
Mousse

SAUVIGNON BLANC
Paired with: Salmon Gravlax

CHENIN BLANC
Paired with: Salt Crusted Chicken

NOBLE LATE HARVEST
Paired with: Panna Cotta

BACKGROUND
Set apart by their elegance and contemporary flair, Fleur du Cap wines take pride of place on wine
shelves and at the dinner table.
What differentiates us from the rest? Our wines are crafted with nature in mind based on our
winemaking philosophy of Regional Excellence. Our winemakers follow universal guidelines to ensure
environmentally-friendly winemaking practices and strive towards making well-versed wines “the way
Mother Nature intended”. This requires great care from the winemaking team, as each step of the
intricate winemaking process has to be handled gently and sensitively to produce wines that express
their terroir and true varietal character.
Fleur du Cap grape producers are all situated in the area known as the Cape Floral Kingdom, one of
only six such plant kingdoms in the world. Home to some 9 600 plant species – more than the whole of
the northern hemisphere – it may be the smallest, but it’s certainly the richest.
We strive to protect this unique biodiversity by adhering to the Integrated Production of Wine (IPW),
a system introduced in 1998 that focuses on every stage in the production process from environmental
impact studies and the correct preparation of soil to the use of recyclable packaging.
Fleur du Cap is in the enviable position to source grapes from diverse areas within the Western Cape
and literally uses the pick of the crop for its range of wines. Using only the region’s best grapes for
our wines has become ingrained in our brand philosophy and is central to the way we approach
winemaking. We like to call this Regional Excellence.

Before planting new vineyards, producers carry out
a botanical audit and draw up a plan to preserve any
endangered or significant species.

HISTORY
Throughout the history of Fleur du Cap, we’ve always added something more to the world of wine; like
our famous “cellar on the mountain”. Die Bergkelder, built into the Papegaaiberg in Stellenbosch, was
opened officially in 1968. It was the first of its kind in the southern hemisphere and is home to some of the
Cape’s finest wines.
Situated in the heart of Stellenbosch wine country, Die Bergkelder has always been an important innovator
in the wine industry. In the 1970’s Die Bergkelder encouraged South Africa’s grape growers to add
something more to their vineyards, namely the classic noble varieties such as Chardonnay, Sauvignon
Blanc, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Merlot, resulting in better quality and more choice
for wine lovers. Die Bergkelder took the lead by introducing maturation of quality wine in small casks
of new French oak and in 1998, the prestigious range of Fleur du Cap Unfiltered wines was launched.
Made of small, select parcels of grapes using hands-on traditional winemaking practices that allow the
full expression of the grapes, these are elegant wines of great complexity and finesse with abundant fruit
and flavour showing their true varietal character.
The Fleur du Cap winemaking team
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UNFILTERED MERLOT
paired with

Beef Carpaccio
with blush tomato,
parmesan and salad leaves

ingredients

METHOD

– 400g good quality beef fillet,
trimmed of fat & sinew
– 3 tbsp sundried tomato paste
– 1 garlic clove, chopped
– 20g parsley,chopped
– 10g oregano
– salt and pepper
– 20 cherry tomatoes, cut
into halves
– olive oil to drizzle
– 50g parmesan shavings
– salad leaves to garnish
– 50g exotic mushrooms
– 50g butter

Pre-heat oven to 80°C.

Serves: 4, Difficulty: Easy

Rub the beef fillet in the sundried
tomato paste and half of the
herbs mixture. Roll tightly in cling
film and allow to rest in the fridge.
Sprinkle the tomato halves with
the garlic and remaining herbs,
drizzle with olive oil and season
with salt and pepper. Place onto
an oven tray and roast for 1 hour
at 80°C. Allow to cool. Sauté
mushrooms in a hot pan with
butter and seasoning.
Cut beef into thin slices and
arrange on the plate. Arrange the
tomatoes and mushrooms across
beef and sprinkle with parmesan.
Lightly toss leaves in olive oil and
add to dish. To round off, season
with Kala Namak salt.

Pairing Salt:
Kala namak

Kala Namak is used
extensively in Indian cuisine
as well as in Ayurvedic
medicine. This salt has
a distinctive taste and
is appreciated by some
vegans in dishes that
mimic the taste of eggs.
It is used, for example,
to spice tofu to mimic
an egg salad. It is often
used by people with high
blood pressure or on lowsalt diets because it does
not contain significant
amounts of sodium.
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Wine Notes:
The velvet texture of the Merlot melds
beautifully with the carpaccio and
the gentle character of the wine
complements the subtle flavours and
lightness of the dish.

hint:
This recipe pairs well with the
Bergkelder Selection Merlot.

METHOD
Pre-heat oven to 180°C.
In a mixing bowl add flour, salt and yeast then slowly add the water, mixing with hands until
a dough forms . Knead dough for 10 minutes. Cover and allow to prove in a warm spot.

UNFILTERED
SEMILLON

Sauté onions and garlic until soft and golden in a heated pan. Add the capers and cook
on a low heat for about 5 minutes. Allow to cool.
Once the dough has doubled in size, knock back and roll it out on a greased oven tray. It
should be about 2 – 3cm thick. Spread the caper and onion mixture over the dough. Bake
for 10–15 minutes.

paired with

Arrange the anchovies in a crisscross position on the bread and top with the olive halves
and olive oil.

Pizzadeliere
Serves: 4, Difficulty: Medium

Sprinkle with Caviar salt when ready to serve.

ingredients
Dough for Pizzadeliere
– 250g cake flour, sifted
– 10g yeast
– 10g salt
– 125ml water
Topping
– 1 medium onion, finely diced
– 15g capers, chopped
– 1 garlic clove, chopped
– 15ml olive oil
– 10 anchovy fillets
– 10 olives, pitted and cut in slices
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Wine Notes:
The complex, rich citrus, melon
and apricot flavours of this
beautifully crafted Semillon meld
surprisingly well with the bold,
salty flavours of the pizzadeliere to
create a perfect pairing.

hint:
This recipe pairs well with the
Bergkelder Selection Chenin Blanc.

Pairing Salt:
Caviar salt
Fleur De Sel de
Guérande is known
as “the caviar of salt”
and is acclaimed by
many chefs as the
best of all sea salts.
The delicate flavour
and moist texture
make this the ideal
finishing salt.

UNFILTERED
SAUVIGNON BLANC
paired with

Salmon Gravlax
Serves: 6, Difficulty: Easy

ingredients

METHOD

Wine notes:

– 1kg fresh salmon fillets

Mix equal quantities of salt and sugar together.

The weight and mouthfeel of this rich
and full-bodied wine works exceptionally
well with this dish. The lightly salted, yet
creamy salmon combined with the
well-balanced acidity and tropical fruit
flavours of this well-rounded Sauvignon
Blanc create the perfect food and wine
match.

– 250ml sugar
– 250ml Himalayan salt
– 100g cream cheese
– 50g capers, chopped
– onion, sliced
– 2 lemon, quartered

Place the salmon fillets onto a tray and rub
with the curing mixture.
Wrap with cling film and allow the salmon to
cure overnight in the fridge.
Rinse the salt mixture off the salmon fillets
and slice into thin slithers. Serve with cream
cheese, capers, onions and a wedge of lemon.

hint:
This recipe pairs well with the Bergkelder
Selection Sauvignon Blanc or the Natural
Light Chenin Blanc.
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Pairing Salt:
HIMALAYAN SALT
A rock salt from the
second largest salt mine
in the world, it is high in
iron with a pinkish tinge
and subtle taste with a
well-balanced saltiness.
Available in blocks of
varying sizes.

UNFILTERED
CHARDONNAY

ingredients

METHOD

– 2kg trout

Pre-heat the oven to 180°C.

PASTRAMI TROUT

– 10g coriander seeds

paired with

Serves: 4, Difficulty: Easy

– 50g Persian Blue salt
– 50g sugar
– 20g yellow mustard seeds
– oil for frying

Salad
– 125g salad leaves
– 200g cherry tomatoes cut
in halves
– 50g lemon preserve
– 1 small red onion, sliced
– olive oil

Topping
– 40g butter
– 15g curly parsley, chopped

Fillet the fish and cut into 4 portions. Mix salt, sugar and
spices together and rub thickly onto the fish.
Blanch potatoes till soft and toss them in parsley butter.
Season with salt.
Sear the fish on both sides in a hot pan. Oven bake for
5 minutes at 180°C.
Remove skin before serving.
Toss all the salad ingredients in a bowl and season lightly
with salt and pepper.
Drizzle witholive oil.
Plate fish and potatoes with salad and serve.

– 2 large potatoes peeled and
cut into wedges

Wine Notes:

Pairing Salt:
Persian Blue salt
Hailing from Iran, this natural
rock salt is mineral rich with a
hint of sweetness. It is dotted
with blue crystals which are
in fact salt crystals that have
been highly compressed,
causing them to turn blue.
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Crafted in a crisp, New World style this full bodied
Chardonnay melds seamlessly with the flavours of this unique
salt. Taking its cues from the grapes themselves, this complex
Chardonnay, packed with layers of stone fruit and toasted
almonds, works particularly well with the unrefined salt in this
recipe, reverting back to nature both in both the food and
the wine.

hint:
This recipe pairs well with the Bergkelder Selection Chardonnay.

UNFILTERED
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
paired with

Salted Beef with
SlaphaksKeentjies
Serves: 4, Difficulty: Medium

ingredients

METHOD

– 1kg silverside beef,
trimmed of sinew
– 3 bay leaves
– 150g Oryx salt
– 10 peppercorns

Place the beef in a bowl and cover with salt,
peppercorns and bay leaves. Allow to cure for
two days in the fridge. Rinse beef and place
in pot and cover with water. Boil for 2-3 hours,
or until completely soft. Remove beef from
the pot and allow to cool completely before
slicing into thin slivers.

Slaphakskeentjies
– 12 baby onions, boiled and
cut in half
– 2 tbsp whole grain mustard
– 50g sugar
– 50ml vinegar
– 20g mustard powder
– 6 egg yolks
– salt
– 125ml water
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For the Slaphakskeentjies, a traditional Cape
onion salad, place all ingredients in a pot
over a low heat, whisking continuously until it
thickens. Pour into a bowl. Have the onions in
a bowl and pour the mustard sauce over it.
Toss gently.
Serve the salted beef with Slaphakskeentjies
and salad leaves.

Pairing Salt:
Oryx salt
South Africa’s own natural white crystal salt.
Unprocessed, unrefined and sundried, this
salt retains its essential trace minerals for a
better taste and healthier living.

Wine Notes:
Complex flavours of black current and mocha with firm
tannins from well-integrated oaking make this Cabernet
Sauvignon an ideal pairing with this slow braised beef.
Through its lengthy cooking process, this meat dish
develops rich layers of flavour and tenderness. Combined
with the light broth the wine finds the perfect balance
with the richness of the meat.

hint:
This recipe pairs well with the Bergkelder Selection
Cabernet Sauvignon.

BERGKELDER SELECTION
CHENIN BLANC
paired with

Salt crusted chicken
Serves: 4, Difficulty: Medium

METHOD
Preheat the oven to 200°C.
Mix the salt with 1 egg white at a time until a paste is formed with the salt.
Place the chicken breasts on an oven tray and thickly spread the salt mixture
over each breast. Bake for 20 - 30 minutes. Remove the salt crust and check
that the chicken is cooked through.
Cut the baby marrows at an angle and blanch in salted water. Set aside.
Score the top of the tomato and blanch. Refresh in cold water and remove
the skin. Cut into quarters and remove the pulp. Season with salt and pepper.
Toss together with marrows and onions.
Cut the chicken breast off the bone in slices and serve with vegetables and
pan juices.

ingredients
– 4 chicken breasts, on the bone
– 400g salt
– 3/4 egg whites
Baby Marrow Provençale
– 4 medium baby marrows
– 2 tomatoes
– half an onion, sliced

Wine Notes:
This light, fruit driven wine stands
up well against the saltiness of the
chicken and its accompaniments.
The crisp, acidity works well in saltbased dishes, cutting through the
flavours and showcasing its tropical
character beautifully.

hint:
This recipe pairs well with the
Bergkelder Selection Merlot.
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Pairing Salt:
Khoisan Flaked salt
This fine grained sea
salt of the purest quality
has an abundance of
trace elements and
minerals, ensuring a bold,
distinctive taste sensation.
Use sparingly.

NOBLE LATE
HARVEST
paired with

Pairing Salt:

Salted CARAMEL FUDGE

RED ALEA SALT

Portions: 20, Difficulty: Medium / Hard

ingredients
– 1 (385g) can condensed milk
– 500ml sugar
– 25ml golden syrup
– 75ml water
– 60g butter
– 5ml vanilla essence
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This Hawaiian sea salt
contains purified Alea
clay which contains
minerals and has a mild
taste. The delicate flavour
makes this an ideal
finishing salt.

Wine Notes:

METHOD

The lovely balance
between sweet and
fresh acidity of this
Noble Late Harvest
stands up well to a
fairly sweet dessert.

In a large, heavy-based saucepan, stir sugar and water together over low heat
until the sugar has dissolved.

The fruity notes
dominated by
peach and dried
fruit coupled with the
silky mouthfeel are
well weighted for the
fudge.

Add butter and syrup and stir until butter melts. Add the condensed milk and stir
until it comes to the boil.
Simmer very slowly over low heat, stirring every minute or 2 until soft ball stage.
(The mixture will darken to a deep caramel colour and will start to form sugary
crystals on the sides, sounding like sand when you scrape it.)
Remove from the stove, add the vanilla and beat with a wooden spoon for
5 -10 minutes until it starts to thicken (beating the fudge will ensure a great
texture when completely cooled).
Pour into a greased pan and sprinkle Red Alea salt over. Leave to cool and cut
into squares.

BERGKELDER
SELECTION
PINOTAGE
paired with
SALTED PEANUT CHOCOLATE
AND BANANA MOUsSE
Serves: 4, Difficulty: Medium

ingredients

METHOD

Mousse

Melt the chocolate in a double boiler.
Once melted allow to cool. Place the eggs
in a bowl and whisk over the double boiler
until it reaches the ribbon stage, when it
holds the figure 8. Then whisk in the peanut
butter, fold in the chocolate and 5g salt.
Lastly fold in the whipped cream and allow
to set in the fridge.

– 250g, 75% dark chocolate
– 3 eggs
– 500ml cream, whipped
– 10g Peruvian salt to garnish
– 3tbsp crunchy peanut butter
– 2 bananas, peeled and halved
– 50g sugar
– 50g butter
– vanilla ice cream to serve

In a pan, caramelise the sugar and butter
and place banana halves in the pan to
caramelise.
Serve banana with crumbled shortbread
biscuits, chocolate mousse, salt and
ice cream.

– shortbread biscuits, crushed for
garnish

Pairing Salt:

Wine Notes:

Peruvian Salt

The sweetish fruitcake character with a spicy
oak finish of this Pinotage makes it work
exceptionally well with chocolate dishes.
The touch of salt showcases the cocoa
content of the dish and marries the
chocolate and banana beautifully with the
rich flavours of this wine, creating a very
successful pairing.

This light pink Inca
salt originates from a
salt water spring near
Machu Picchu in the
Peruvian Andes.

hint:
This recipe pairs well with the Bergkelder
Selection Noble Late Harvest.
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NOBLE LATE
HARVEST
paired with

Vanilla Panna cotta,
churros and mango
Serves: 4, Difficulty: Medium

METHOD
Place milk, cream, sugar and the vanilla pod in a pot and bring to a boil. Soak gelatine
leaves in cold water until soft. Add to the milk mixture and whisk until gelatine has dissolved.
Allow to cool. Once cold pour into greased ramekins and set in the fridge for 2 hours.
In a pot, add the chopped chilli, sugar and water, and allow to boil until a syrup forms.
Pour into a bowl and chill.
For the churros – heat oil for deep-frying. Place the water and butter into a pot and allow butter to melt over a low heat. With a wooden spoon, add the flour and mix until a ball is formed,
then remove from heat. Allow to cool. Once cooled to room temperature mix in one egg
at a time until the mixture is smooth. Pipe strips of dough into hot oil and deep fry batches of
churros until golden brown. Toss through the cinnamon sugar.
Unmould the panna cotta, serve with churros, chilli syrup, mango sorbet and Black Lava salt.

ingredients
- 200ml cream
- 200ml milk
- 80g sugar
- 1 vanilla pod
- 4 gelatine leaves
- 3 soft mangoes cut into cubes
Syrup
- 200g sugar
- 200g water
- 1 red chilli, chopped and deseeded
Churros
- 250g water
- 100g butter
- 125g flour
- 2 eggs
- cinnamon sugar
- oil for deep frying
- mango sorbet to serve - optional
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Pairing Salt:
Black Lava salt
Hawaiian sea salt,
created in the fusion of
seawater and black lava
pools. Rich in charcoal
with nutty, earthy and
smoky tones.
A natural detoxifier.

Wine Notes:
Finding the perfect balance
between sweetness and acidity,
the Noble Late Harvest leaves a
dry finish on the palate making it
the ideal match for sweet desserts
paired with salts. The tropical fruit
character of the wine works well
with the contrasting flavours of the
dessert, enhancing the delicious
combination of vanilla, cinnamon,
mango and chilli.

PRODUCT RANGE

Flagship

S alt o f the E arth
Unfiltered range

Salt, regarded by alchemists as the 5th element, is a gift from nature and is one of the four basic
tastes in addition to sweet, sour and bitter. A natural mineral composed of two elements, sodium and
chlorine, salt occurs naturally in many parts of the world and has been used for thousands of years in
food preparation and preservation, for medicinal purposes with untold household and commercial
applications.
Salt is all around us. Underground and on the earth’s surface in the dried up residues of ancient seas.
Some salt has even arrived from outer space in meteors. The biggest source of salt is in our oceans.
As far back as 6050 BC, salt has been an important and integral part of world history, as it has been
interwoven into the daily lives of countless civilisations. Salt was highly valued and its production legally
restricted in ancient times, hence it was used as a method of trade and currency. The word salary
comes from the Latin word salarium as Roman soldiers were paid in salt.

The Bergkelder Selection
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There are at least 180 different varieties of salt in the world and many varying production techniques.
Generally, salt is harvested in one of three ways: deep-shaft mining, solution mining or solar evaporation.

FLEUR DU CAP ARTISANAL SALTS
Hawaiian Red Alea
Traditional Hawaiian sea salt enriched with clay (Alea). Deep reddish to pink colour. Dry, low salinity with
mellow earthy tones. Iron-oxide enriched.
Best used in Prime Rib or Pork dishes.

Persian Blue
Rare Iranian blue rock salt. Bold, confident with strong undertones of rich spice that gives way to a subtle,
gentler taste sensation.
Best used in Seafood, red meat and Truffle dishes.

Khoisan
Fine grain sea salt of the purest quality. The abundance of trace elements and minerals ensures a bold,
distinctive taste sensation. Use sparingly.
Best used as a finishing salt.

Black Lava
Hawaiian sea salt. Created in the fusion of sea water and black lava pools. Rich in charcoal with nutty,
earthy, smoky notes. Natural detoxifier.
Best served with red meat dishes.

Oryx Desert
South Africa’s own natural white crystal salt. Unprocessed, unrefined and sun-dried, this salt retains its
essential trace minerals for a better taste and healthier living.
Just as there are regions of excellence in wine production there are regions superior for salt such as the lava
salt from volcanic rock pools of Hawaii, sea and desert salt from the arid West Coast of South Africa, rock
salts of Iran, mineral salts of India and salt crystals from river beds in Australia.
Though salt has a distinctive taste, there are different flavours and colours depending on where they
come from. As with wine, area, climate and elements dictate the character of the salt. Just as Fleur du
Cap draws inspiration from nature and embodies regional excellence by selecting grapes from distinctive
vineyards that best express varietal character and terroir in their wines, there are regions of excellence in
salt production.
Salt can have a significant impact on food and wine pairing. The taste of food and wine should be balanced
and one should never dominate the other; the wine should remain unchanged so as to create harmony.
When expertly paired, salt can improve the wine and lend a richer, smoother texture. Sweet wines can be
paired particularly well with salt, especially in desserts. Cabernet Sauvignon stands up well to salt, as do
young, acidic wines, and full flavoured wines matured in wood.
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Best used as a finishing salt.

Kala Namak
Indian mineral salt. The salt has a pinkish-grey colour and contains essential minerals including iron and
sulphur. Distinctive mineral notes with smoky, spicy undertones.
Best used as a finishing salt. Add to chutney, rajitas and other Indian savoury dishes.

Peruvian Salt
This light pink Inca salt originates from a salt water spring near Machu Picchu in the Peruvian Andes.
The water from this high altitude spring runs down and collects in terraced ponds where it evaporates by
the heat of the sun, leaving behind a pure and natural salt.
Best used with grilled fish and vegetables and can besprinkled over salads.

Caviar Salt
Rare South African sea salt. A light, pleasing crispness gives way to a deep, rich flavour sensation.
Use sparingly.
Best served with red meat dishes.

CHEF CRAIG CORMACK
Did you know that there are at least 180 different types of salt? Our salt aficionado
Chef Craig Cormack does!
In fact, he is so fascinated with this gift of nature that he has spearheaded a
unique salt tasting experience with the intention of building up a collection of
salts from all over the world (he currently has 68 different types). Craig designs
each dish for a particular flavour and taste, to pair with the flavour profile of each
of the wines in the Fleur du Cap Unfiltered range. Craig believes that these wines,
crafted as nature intended in the style determined by the grapes themselves,
is ideal for salt pairing as the wines have greater complexity and richness.
It’s this affinity with nature that complements the artisal salt in the food so perfectly.
The result? A unique sensory experience.
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Visit us

Contact Details
Address: Corner R44 (Adam Tas Road)
and George Blake, Stellenbosch
GPS Co-ordinates: 33° 56' 4.49" S 18° 51'5.74" E
Wine Sale Times:
Monday - Friday: 9am - 6pm
Saturdays: 9am - 4pm
October to April
Phone Number: 021 809 8025
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TEL: 021 809 8582 • EMAIL: info@bergkelder.co.za • WEBSITE: www.bergkelder.co.za & www.vinoteque.co.za

directions
From Cape Town: Take the N2 toward the Cape
Town International Airport. Take the Baden Powell
off ramp. Turn right into Polkadraai Drive. At the
second traffic light take left turn into Adam Tas
and left again into George Blake. Just after
the train tracks turn left through the Bergkelder
entrance.
From Cape Town International Airport: Exit Cape
Town International Airport vicinity and travel onto
Borcherds Quarry Road. Take Exit 18 onto the N2
towards Somerset West. Take the Baden Powell
off ramp. Turn right into Polkadraai Drive. At the
second traffic light take left turn into Adam Tas
and left again into George Blake Road. Just after
the train tracks turn left through the Bergkelder
entrance.

www.fleurducap.co.za
facebook.com/FleurduCap
twitter.com/FleurduCapWines

Not for Sale to Persons Under the Age of 18.

